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Safety information

Explanation of hazard pictograms used in this document

Mandatory instructions

Warnings

Hazard pictograms are used in this document. The meanings of these hazard pictograms will be explained 
in the following section. A distinction is made between mandatory safety signs and warning signs. 

Observe operating instructions

Protective footwear must be worn

General warning symbol

Warning – electrical voltage

Warning – danger of crushing of hands

Warning – danger of crushing

Warning – risk of falling



Observing the Operating Instructions 

Before the NU.TRON is assembled and used, the operating instructions must have been read and 
understood. 

The Cinetica NU.TRON must always be set up and used in accordance with the manufacturer’s 
VWLYH[PUN�HUK�HZZLTIS`�PUZ[Y\J[PVUZ��;OL�SPTP[Z�ZWLJPÄLK�I`�[OL�THU\MHJ[\YLY��VWLYH[PUN�SPTP[Z�HUK�
permissible loads) must always be observed. These limits must not be exceeded. 

Guarantee: 

The manufacturer accepts no liability for damages or injuries resulting from failure to observe the 
operating instructions or improper/negligent use of the product. 

Assembly and operation of the NU.TRON: 

The NU.TRON must only be assembled and operated by personnel with appropriate levels of 
experience and training. At least two people are required to transport and assemble the NU.TRON. 
;OL�5<�;965�T\Z[�IL�ZLJ\YLK�HM[LY�`V\�HYL�ÄUPZOLK�\ZPUN�P[��PU�VYKLY�[V�WYL]LU[�P[�MYVT�ILPUN�\ZLK�
by untrained personnel.

6WLYH[PUN�[OL�5<�;965�^OPSL�\UKLY�[OL�PUÅ\LUJL�VM�HSJVOVS��KY\NZ�VY�HU`�V[OLY�PU[V_PJH[PUN�
Z\IZ[HUJLZ�PZ�Z[YPJ[S`�WYVOPIP[LK��7LYZVUHS�WYV[LJ[P]L�LX\PWTLU[�T\Z[�IL�^VYU���WYV[LJ[P]L�MVV[^LHY�
etc.). 
Always ensure that the correct amount of counter weight is used during the assembly process and 
during operation. 

Stability of the NU.TRON system: 

0[�PZ�OPNOS`�YLJVTTLUKLK�[OH[�[OL�5<�;965�PZ�\ZLK�PU�JVUQ\UJ[PVU�^P[O�[OL�*PUL[PJH�)(:,�ÅVVY�Z[HUK�
or a static equivalent. The NU.TRON system must be aligned so that it is perfectly horizontal to its 
substructure, i.e. the base stand. 

Before the NU.TRON is used, ensure that the ground is stable and there is no risk of the NU.TRON 
sinking into the ground. The ground must have a load-bearing capacity of at least 1000 kg/m². The 
NYV\UK�VU�^OPJO�[OL�IHZL�VY�HU�LX\P]HSLU[�Z\IZ[Y\J[\YL�PZ�Z[HUKPUN�T\Z[�IL�ÅH[�HUK�T\Z[�UV[�OH]L�H�
slope of more than 2%.

The NU.TRON must only be transported on a level, even and stable surface using solid rubber tyres 
or castors in accordance with safety guidelines. 

Proper use of the NU.TRON/NU.TRON system: 

;OL�5<�;965�PZ�H�JHTLYH�N\PKHUJL�Z`Z[LT�MVY�[OL�ÄSTPUN�VM�ZJLUPJ�YLWYLZLU[H[PVUZ�PU�Z[HNPUN�HUK�
production facilities in buildings or outdoors and is designed for use on ground that is mostly even 
and level.
0[�PZ�KLZPNULK�MVY�\ZL�VU�[OL�*PUL[PJH�)(:,�ÅVVY�Z[HUK�HUK�*PUL[PJH�9PZLYZ�VY�Z[H[PVUHY`�LX\P]HSLU[�
Z[HUKZ�HUK�Z[HUK�JVS\TUZ�VY�TV]LHISL�KVSS`�Z`Z[LTZ�MVY�[OL�TV\U[PUN�VM�ÄST�JHTLYHZ��0U�UVYTHS�
operation, it is designed for manual movement of a camera by only one person at the front of the 
5<�;965�I`�\ZPUN�[OLPY�OHUKZ�VU�[OL�JHTLYH��[OL�TV\U[LK�Å\PK�OLHK�HUK�VY�[OL�OHUKSL�

The NU.TRON is approved for use in temperatures ranging from -20° C to +40° C. 

Safety information



6WLYH[PVU�VM�[OL�5<�;965�VU�H�KVSS`�PZ�VUS`�WLYTP[[LK�^P[O�Z[\KPV�^OLLSZ��ZVSPK�Y\IILY��VY�[YHJR�
wheels. Operating the NU.TRON with pneumatic tyres in not permitted in this case. The wheels of the 
dolly must be checked before and during operation.

The NU.TRON system must only be set up and commissioned on level, even and stable ground in 
accordance with the relevant safety guidelines.

The NU.TRON is moved at the camera connection by a trained and authorised person using their 
hands on the camera or using the handle. 

Proper use of the NU.TRON requires that the NU.TRON is only used within the permissible operating 
SPTP[Z��HZ�ZWLJPÄLK�PU�[OLZL�6WLYH[PUN�0UZ[Y\J[PVUZ��

The NU.TRON system must only be moved in a horizontal position on a stable surface or with an 
appropriate dolly. Both when a stationary base is used and when a moveable substructure is used, 
the ground or the track of the dolly must be completely level, even and free from obstacles. The 
substructure must be absolutely level and secured against any type of slipping. 

0[�PZ�YLJVTTLUKLK�[V�\ZL�[OL�*PUL[PJH�)(:,�ÅVVY�Z[HUK�^P[O�*PUL[PJH�90:,9:��(S[LYUH[P]LS �̀�
comparable stands or dollies can be used. However, these alternative options must have a payload 
capacity of at least 200 kg! 

(�NYLH[�KLHS�VM�JH\[PVU�T\Z[�IL�\ZLK�^OLU�TV]PUN�[OL�5<�;965�Z`Z[LT��^HSRPUN�WHJL��

Operating the NU.TRON while it is on a vehicle is strictly prohibited! The manufacturer rules out any 
warranty claims and accepts no liability for damages resulting from the NU.TRON being used on a 
vehicle. 

The NU.TRON must never be used as a lifting crane! This means that attaching load-handling 
equipment such as ropes or similar to the camera connection or other components of the device 
and then lifting or lowering impermissible loads in this way is prohibited. Correct operation of the 
KL]PJL�PU]VS]LZ�JVUULJ[PUN�JHTLYHZ�HUK�JHTLYH�ÄST�HJJLZZVYPLZ�[V�[OL�KL]PJL�\ZPUN�[OL�WYV]PKLK�
connection elements and performing tracking shots within the secured area. 

Attaching objects – such as equipment, grips, cables, monitors, batteries etc. – to the NU.TRON and 
P[Z�JVTWVULU[Z��L�N��VU�[OL�WYVÄSLZ�VM�[OL�HYTZ��PZ�UV[�WLYTP[[LK��0[�KVLZ�UV[�TH[[LY�^OL[OLY�[OLZL�
VIQLJ[Z�HYL�H[[HJOLK�]PH�WLYTHULU[�ZJYL^�JVUULJ[PVUZ�VY�ÅL_PISL�H[[HJOTLU[�LSLTLU[Z�Z\JO�HZ�
straps, adhesive tape or cable ties. All types of equipment must only be mounted on the designated 
interface of the Euro mount. If this instruction is not followed, the proper function of the NU.TRON 
JHUUV[�IL�N\HYHU[LLK��HZ�[OPZ�ZPNUPÄJHU[S`�KPZY\W[Z�[OL�^LPNO[�JV\U[LYIHSHUJPUN��

The NU.TRON must not be immersed in water or used under water! Water penetrating into the 
NU.TRON will damage it. 
We strongly recommend refraining from using the NU.TRON in heavy rain or snow. If the NU.TRON 
becomes wet or moist due to weather conditions, including due to condensation resulting from rapid 
changes in temperature, it must be dried as quickly as possible. To dry the NU.TRON, leave it in a 
room with adequate heating and ventilation while assembled and in an extended position for at least 
24 hours until it is completely dry. 

Safety information
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Operating the NU.TRON: 

The entire camera movement range and swivel range of the NU.TRON must be kept free of all 
obstacles at all times. A safety distance of at least 1m must be maintained on all sides. The NU.TRON 
must be at least 1 m away from other objects or physical structures during operation. The NU.TRON 
system must only be operated by authorised personnel. 
If there is a chance of misbehaviour or improper conduct by the public, the area around the NU.TRON 
must be protected by means of cordons or security personnel. 

Danger of tripping and slipping

a) The movement area of the cameraman/camerawoman or camera operator must be free from 
    obstacles.
I��,UZ\YL�[OH[�[OL�ÅVVYPUN�PZ�ZSPW�YLZPZ[HU[�
c) Test out the movement sequences where critical positions are approached while considering 
    other structures. 

Please allow for safe distances in the production process. 

6WLYH[PUN�[OL�5<�;965�^OPSL�\UKLY�[OL�PUÅ\LUJL�VM�HSJVOVS��KY\NZ�VY�HU`�V[OLY�PU[V_PJH[PUN�
Z\IZ[HUJLZ�PZ�Z[YPJ[S`�WYVOPIP[LK��7LYZVUHS�WYV[LJ[P]L�LX\PWTLU[�T\Z[�IL�^VYU��WYV[LJ[P]L�MVV[^LHY��
gloves etc.). 
In order to prevent accidents resulting from approaching overhead power lines in an impermissible 
manner, always maintain a safe distance from overhead power lines.
 

Operating the NU.TRON close to high-voltage power lines is not permitted. If the rated voltage is 
unknown, a minimum safety distance of 5 m at all sides must be maintained. 
When this safety distance is not observed, there is a risk to life. 

You must not perform any jerky movements or use force to overcome the resistance at the movement 
end point of the extended arm. 
;OL�JHTLYH�Z`Z[LT�HUK�HSS�VM�P[Z�JVTWVULU[Z��Z\JO�HZ�[OL�QPI�HYT�HUK�Å\PK�OLHK��T\Z[�IL�TV\U[LK�
securely and properly and must be secured in place.

Attention: Objects on the payload side must only be dismounted/removed after the appropriate 
amount of counter weight has been removed from the counter weight connection and there is no risk 
of the camera arm jumping up suddenly. Failure to observe this instruction could result in personal 
injury.

To ensure safe operation of the NU.TRON, jerky or sudden movements must be avoided. Residual 
risks may arise as a result of persons being situated in the movement and swivel range of the 
NU.TRON arm. NU.TRON operators must receive appropriate training on this issue and must only 
perform movements with the NU.TRON in the safe movement range. 
Before commencing operation, all screw joints and locking bolts must be checked to ensure they are 
Ä[[LK�WYVWLYS`�HUK�ZLJ\YLS �̀�

NU.TRON accessories: 

For safety reasons, the NU.TRON must only be operated with original accessories from Cinetica.

Safety information
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Conduct in the event of accidents or damage: 

If failure to observe the operating instructions or other circumstances result in an accident, please 
proceed as follows: 
- In the event of damage to the NU.TRON, the manufacturer should be informed, and the degree 
of damage and course of events that caused the damage should be explained as truthfully as 
possible. Consult the manufacturer to clarify next steps. Generally, the damaged parts are sent to the 
manufacturer to be repaired or replaced. 

Operating the camera system with a damaged NU.TRON or damaged individual components is 
prohibited. The manufacturer accepts no liability for damages or injuries that arise as a result of the 
system being used with damaged material. 
��0U�[OL�L]LU[�VM�KHTHNL�VY�HJJPKLU[Z��PUQ\YLK�WLYZVUZ���[OL�SVJHSS`�HWWSPJHISL�OLHS[O�HUK�ZHML[`�
regulations must be observed! 

0M�HU`[OPUN�PZ�\UJSLHY��WSLHZL�JVU[HJ[�\Z�MVY�JSHYPÄJH[PVU��

The NU.TRON should be taken out of operation in the event of thunderstorms, hail, heavy rain and 
ZUV �̂�0U�[OL�L]LU[�VM�[O\UKLYZ[VYTZ��ZLLR�ZOLS[LY�PU�JSVZLK�]LOPJSLZ��SPNO[UPUN�WYV[LJ[PVU���
 
General safety information regarding operation of the NU.TRON: 

Attention: Always ensure that the movement range of the NU.TRON is kept free, in order to avoid 
collisions and crushing injuries! 

>OLU�H[[HJOPUN�[OL�WH`SVHK��JHTLYH�HUK�JHTLYH�HJJLZZVYPLZ��Z\JO�HZ�[OL�IVVT�VY�Å\PK�OLHK��
HS^H`Z�LUZ\YL�[OH[�[OL�JVYYLJ[�VYKLY�¶�HZ�ZWLJPÄLK�PU�[OL�HZZLTIS`�PUZ[Y\J[PVUZ�¶�PZ�MVSSV^LK�HUK�[OH[�
counter weights are used appropriately to prevent the risk of injuries! The maximum load-bearing 
capacity must not be exceeded! 

Generally, the NU.TRON must never be left unattended. 

Always use the locking function provided by the transport strap for the NU.TRON when the device is 
UV[�PU�\ZL��;OPZ�WYL]LU[Z�\UPU[LU[PVUHS�TV]LTLU[�VM�[OL�5<�;965��L�N��K\L�[V�^PUK�VU�[OL�ÄST�ZL[��
Ensure that the device is handled with care. 

General safety information regarding assembly of the NU.TRON: 

Attention: During assembly of the NU.TRON or during the mounting of attachments or other devices 
such as a camera and camera equipment on the NU.TRON, the castor/wheel brakes of moveable 
Z\IZ[Y\J[\YLZ��Z[HUK�^P[O�^OLLSZ�JHZ[VYZ�VY�KVSS`��T\Z[�HS^H`Z�IL�HWWSPLK�PU�VYKLY�[V�WYL]LU[�[OL�
system from rolling away and to prevent the risk of body parts or components being crushed! 

General safety information regarding transport of the NU.TRON: 

Attention: In order to avoid impacts and crushing hazards while transporting the NU.TRON or its 
accessories, we recommend using the corresponding transport case, securing the case properly and 
transporting it in accordance with the operating instructions.
The lock of the NU.TRON must be secured in order to transport the NU.TRON. 
0U�NLULYHS��^OLU�[YHUZWVY[PUN�NVVKZ��KL]PJLZ��THJOPULZ��JVTWVULU[Z�HUK�HJJLZZVYPLZ���HWWYVWYPH[L�
care should always be taken to ensure the load is secured in accordance with the relevant statutory 
provisions! 

Safety information
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We, the manufacturer, declare under our sole responsibility that the load-handling device described 
below complies with the relevant provisions and harmonisation legislation of the above-mentioned 
directive.

EC declaration of conformity
in accordance with
EC Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC, 
Annex II 1 A, OJ L 157/24 from 09/06/2006

Product designation

Product designation

,GHQWLðFDWLRQ�
Drawing number 
Production date 
Serial number

Manufacturer and address

Authorised representative

Harmonised standards 
used in full or in 
part, in particular

7YVK\J[�MVY�SPM[PUN�HUK�N\PKPUN�ÄST�JHTLYHZ�\W�[V�H�TH_PT\T�
of 20 kg on side loaders with a Euro mounting stud interface 
up to a maximum length of 350 mm, which are not part of this 
Declaration of Conformity, an also on an
��6W[PVUHS�*05,;0*(�JHTLYH�Z[HUK�^P[O�,\YV�TV\U[PUN�Z[\K�VY
Mitchell mount interface and
��6W[PVUHS�*05,;0*(�JHTLYH�JV\U[LY�^LPNO[Z
In the event of the integration of this product on other camera 
stand or the integration of other camera counter weights, the 
integrator is responsible for the conformity of the overall system.

NU.TRON
FM4

Type plate on the main arm
CN004
2022 - 2029
CN004.22.001 - CN004.29.999

  Cinetica GmbH
  St.-Martin-Str. 7
  81541 Munich, Germany

Herr Jan Riepert
 
Safety of machinery
EN ISO 12100:2010 – Risk assessment and risk reduction
EN 1005-2:2003+A1:2008 - Manual handling of objects
EN 1005-3: 2002+A1:2008 - Force limits for actions during machine operation 
EN ISO 13854:2019 - Minimum gaps to avoid crushing of parts of the human body
EN ISO 20607:2019 - Instruction handbook

Design of protective devices
on the basis of
EN 619:2002+A1:2010 - Equipment for mechanical handling of unit loads

Munich
Location   Date   Mr Jan Riepert, Technical Director  
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Warranty

Thank you for purchasing the Cinetica NU.TRON! 
Please carefully follow the instructions to ensure that your time spent using the system is a purely 
positive experience. 

*PUL[PJH�.TI/�VɈLYZ�H�^HYYHU[`�MVY����TVU[OZ�HM[LY�[OL�KH[L�VM�W\YJOHZL�HUK�H�^HYYHU[`�ZJVWL�PU�
accordance with the current statutory provisions. 

WARRANTY CERTIFICATE – CINETICA - NU.TRON 4.0

Serial number    Date   Assessor  
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2 x Fixed weights A + B

Checklist

1 x  NU.TRON

1 x  Weight rod + spring clip

1 x  Cinetica-Euro-Mount

1 x  NU.TRON mount strap

1x  Cinetica AXIS 360 + NU.TRON mount

2 x  Weight holding pins

8 x  Weight plates

1 x  Operating Instructions

��[� ñDW�EDVH�0LWFKHOO�PRXQW�QXW

Packed on date Signature

*VU[LU[Z�¶�5<�;965�����ÅPNO[�JHZL
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Components

*VU[LU[Z�¶�5<�;965�����ÅPNO[�JHZL

NU.TRON

Counter weight
YVK������

Case: tool + small parts

Case: tool + small parts

*PUL[PJH�(?0:����������
��5<�;965�TV\U[������

*PUL[PJH�,\YV�4V\U[������
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Technical description

3VJR�������

4HNUL[PJ�KHTWPUN��� ��

7\ZO�W\SS�YVK������

4HPU�HYT������

)YHRL�(������

������)YHRL�)

������-YVU[�HYT

������:\WWVY[�TLTILY

������>LPNO[�WPU

������*V\U[LY
weight rod

Counter weight side Payload side

/HUKSL������
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Technical description

������-P_LK�
weights A + B

������*V\U[LY�
weights

������*V\U[LY
weight arm*PUL[PJH�(?0:����������

)YHRL��� ��

>LPNO[�WSH[LZ������

5<�;965�ILHYPUN�ZOLSS������

5<�;965�TV\U[������

 Cinetica 
ZPKL�SVHKLY������

/HUKSL������
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Reach and dimensions

In the transport position, i.e. in the pack size, the NU.TRON measures approx. 210 x 50 x 350 cm. 
When extended up to the end position, the reach from the base centre point is approx. 250 cm. The 
total length of the extended arm including the mounted counter weights approx. 340 cm. The vertical 
reach depends on the substructure, i.e. the base, and the height of the risers used and is calculated 
MYVT�[OL�OLPNO[�VM�[OL�TV\U[LK�5<�;965�TV\U[�������HUK�[OL�����JT�VM�[OL�L_[LUKLK�5<�;965�

4.8m

1.4m

3.6m

Technical description
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Horizontal reach

The horizontal reach is calculated from the dimensions between the movement axes of the NU.TRON. 
The NU.TRON can be extended by around 2.5 m from the centre point of the base. From one side of 
the movement radius to the other, this enables a movement range of around 5 m. 

When the camera side is extended horizontally, the opposite weight arm extends at the same ratio. 
Based on this, the required safety distance from other objects and the structural surroundings is at 
least 1 m and the recommended safety distance is 1.5 m. 

2.5m 1m

2.5m 1m

Technical description
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Vertical reach

The vertical reach of the camera on the NU.TRON depends on the individual assembly. 
The reach of the NU.TRON measured from the central axle bearing is approx. 2.5 m when fully 
extended. 
The fully extended length can only be achieved when the stand column provides a minimum distance 
VM���T�IL[^LLU�[OL�JLU[YL�WVPU[�VM�[OL�5<�;965�ILHYPUN�ZOLSS�������HUK�[OL�ÅVVY�Z[HUK�VY�[OL�KVSS �̀�
For assemblies with a smaller distance between these points, when the assembly is extended 
vertically, the counter weight arm or the counter weights collide with the stand or dolly. This collision 
can damage the system. 

2.5m

1m

Technical description
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1m

For this reason, it is important to plan the desired movement and reach and to design the assembly 
accordingly. 
An assembly with 70–100 cm columns is recommended in order to ensure the appropriate distance 
is maintained. Attachments with shorter columns should only be used in special circumstances that 
require a lower assembly, e.g. in rooms with low ceilings, in areas around doors or if hanging objects 
are present. In this case, a great deal of care and attention is required to avoid potential collisions. 

Distance – walls and objects

Attention: The minimum distance between the NU.TRON mount, i.e. the rotation axis of the centre 
point of the stand, and the nearest object or spatial boundaries such as walls, furniture or other 
objects must be at least 100 cm. The distance must never fall below this under any circumstances. 
If this instruction is not observed, there is a risk of collisions that could result in personal injury.

Technical description
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Use of the stand columns (risers / bazookas)

'LVWDQFH�ò�ñRRU�DQG�VXEVWUXFWXUH�

The NU.TRON must only be used on substructures that allow the counter weight arm to pass by 
unobstructed when the system is moved. This means that classic tripods are ruled out. On every 
Z\IZ[Y\J[\YL��^OL[OLY�P[�PZ�H�ÅVVY�Z[HUK�VY�H�KVSS �̀�JVS\TUZ��YPZLYZ�VY�IHaVVRHZ�T\Z[�IL�\ZLK�[V�I\PSK�
up the assembly to allow the rear section with mounted counter weights to pass by unobstructed 
^P[O�H�JSLHYHUJL�VM�H[�SLHZ[����TT��;OL�*PUL[PJH�YPZLYZ�HYL�ZWLJPÄJHSS`�YLJVTTLUKLK�

Attention: If this instruction is not observed, there is a risk of crushing injuries and a risk of 
components colliding with each other, which could cause material to fail and even cause the whole 
system to tip over.

Depending on your requirements, the height of the main joint of the NU.TRON can be adjusted 
by changing the height of the column. Here, the planned movement of the camera, the required 
tracking shots and the associated movement of the counter weight side must be taken into account. 
Depending on space requirements, e.g. in areas with low ceilings, a low assembly using short 
columns may be required. In this case, a great deal of attention must be paid to ensuring that the 
TV]LTLU[Z�WLYMVYTLK�KV�UV[�WVZL�VM�YPZR�VM�JVSSPZPVU�^P[O�[OL�NYV\UK��[OL�ÅVVY�Z[HUK��[OL�KVSS`�VY�
other objects. A technical trial run of the tracking shot should always be performed with a great deal 
VM�JHYL��;OL�TV]LTLU[�ZOV\SK�IL�VIZLY]LK�HUK�HWWYVWYPH[L�TVKPÄJH[PVUZ�ZOV\SK�IL�THKL�PM�[OLYL�PZ�
a collision risk. 

Technical description
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Distance from ceiling 

Assembly height

0U�HU�L_HTWSL�HZZLTIS`��ZLL�PTHNL��^P[O�[OL�*PUL[PJH�)(:,�����HUK�H�*PUL[PJH�90:,9������[OL�MYLL�
movement of the NU.TRON in all directions is guaranteed for a ceiling height of 2.55 m. 

For lower ceiling heights, smaller stand columns can be used. 
-VY�HSS�H[[HJOTLU[Z��H�[LJOUPJHS�[YPHS�Y\U�ZOV\SK�HS^H`Z�IL�JHYYPLK�V\[�[V�JOLJR�MVY�Z\ɉJPLU[�MYLLKVT�
of movement. 

([[LU[PVU!�;OL�TH_PT\T�HZZLTIS`�OLPNO[�VM�[OL�5<�;965�MYVT�[OL�5<�;965�TV\U[�[V�[OL�ÅVVY�
stand or the dolly must be no more than 1.40 m. The corresponds to a maximum height of the 
column assembly of 1.20 m. When using high assemblies like these, the ratio of the total assembly 
OLPNO[�HUK�[OL�^PK[O�VM�[OL�Z[HUK�ZOV\SK�HS^H`Z�IL�[HRLU�PU[V�HJJV\U[�HUK�[OL�ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ�MYVT�
the manufacturer of the stand or dolly should be observed. Failure to do so may result in a risk of the 
system tipping over.

1m

2.5m

Technical description
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Stand and ground

;OL�Z[HUK�T\Z[�OH]L�H�SVHK�ILHYPUN�JHWHJP[`�VM�H[�SLHZ[�����RN��;OL�NYV\UK�T\Z[�IL�SL]LS�HUK�ÄYT�
and must have a load-bearing capacity of at least 1t/m². There must be no possibility of the contact 
points of the base sinking into the ground. Measures must be taken to prevent this depending on the 
ground conditions. The stand must be levelled so that it is absolutely horizontal. 

>L�ZWLJPÄJHSS`�YLJVTTLUK�\ZPUN�[OL�*PUL[PJH�)(:,�ÅVVY�Z[HUK�^P[O�*PUL[PJH�90:,9:�

0U�VYKLY�[V�\ZL�[OL�YLJVTTLUKLK�*PUL[PJH�90:,9:��[OL�Z[HUK�VY�KVSS`�T\Z[�OH]L�H�ÅH[�IHZL�4P[JOLSS�
TV\U[��(Z�KLZJYPILK�\UKLY�¸<ZL�VM�[OL�Z[HUK�JVS\TUZ��W�����¹��[OL�Z\IZ[Y\J[\YL�T\Z[�IL�Z[Y\J[\YLK�
in such a way that it enables the counter weight arm to pass by unobstructed in every movement and 
position of the NU.TRON. 

When all of these prerequisites are met, it is possible to use equivalent substructures to the Cinetica 
BASE in combination with Cinetica risers or to use a dolly to further extend the reach of the 
NU.TRON.

Payload

The Cinetica NU.TRON 4.0 is a lightweight construction made of special rectangular aluminium 
WYVÄSLZ��+LZWP[L�[OL�SV^�V]LYHSS�^LPNO[�VM������RN��[OL�5<�;965�����JHU�Z\WWVY[�TH_PT\T�JHTLYH�
weights of 20 kg.

Cinetica NU.TRON 4.0   Product weight:   33.5 kg  
    Payload:   max.    20 kg 
    Counter weight:   max.    60 kg

Technical description
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NU.TRON
7HFKQLFDO�VSHFLðFDWLRQV�

CINETICA
Product family

��4H_��WH`SVHK!����RN
���_��4H_��OVYPaVU[HS�YLHJO!�HWWYV�T
�����_��4H_��]LY[PJHS�YLHJO!�HWWYV�T
�����!]��7YVK\J[�^LPNO�RN
����_�����!��7HJR�ZPaL�_������T
��!]��4H_��JV\U[LY�^LPNO��RN
��_�����RN��V[HS�JV\U[LY�^LPNO[!����RN���_;���RN�
HUK�JVUULJ[PVU!�4P[JOLSS]:��
HTLYH�JVUULJ[PVU!�,\YV*��
��4PU��Z[HUK�SVHK�ILHYPUN�JHWHJP[`!�����RN

Cinetica NU.TRON 4.0
*PUL[PJH�>,0./;:��ZL[!��_��RN���_��RN���_��RN���_�RN���_���RN��
1x1.25kg, 2x0.5kg)
Cinetica BASE 2.0
Cinetica RISER 150, RISER 200, RISER 300, 400, 500, 700, 1000
Cinetica FLAT BASE EURO Adapter
Cinetica AXIS 360° 
Cinetica SIDE LOADER 20, SIDE LOADER 35
Cinetica STEADIBAM
Cinetica FLIGHTCASE

Technical description
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Floor stand / substructure

Cinetica BASE and Cinetica RISERs

Floor stands

Dollies

;OL�PKLHS�Z\IZ[Y\J[\YL�MVY�[OL�5<�;965�PZ�[OL�*PUL[PJH�)(:,�^P[O�[OL�*PUL[PJH�90:,9Z��;OPZ�ÅVVY�
stand and the stand column are developed especially for use with the Cinetica NU.TRON 4.0. Not 
VUS`�KVLZ�[OPZ�JVUÄN\YH[PVU�N\HYHU[LL�H�OPNO�SVHK�JHWHJP[`�^P[O�H�OPNO�SL]LS�VM�ZHML[ �̀�P[�HSZV�YLZ\S[Z�PU�
a low-oscillation and low-vibration system. This is ensures the lowest levels of camera shake during 
all kinds of tracking shots with the NU.TRON. 
The Cinetica RISER devices are designed in such a way that they guarantee that the counter weight 
side of the NU.TRON can travel freely in every position. The RISER series makes it possible to 
achieve all desired heights with the assembly. 
The Cinetica BASE and Cinetica RISER devices also provide a particularly stable and rigid subsurface 
for other attachments, such as jibs, lightweight camera cranes and sliders. 

Floor stands used with the Cinetica NU.TRON 4.0 must have a minimum load capacity of 200 kg. 
The span width must not be below 80 cm. The stand must have a levelling function, so that the base 
JHU�IL�HIZVS\[LS`�OVYPaVU[HS��>OLU�\ZPUN�[OL�*PUL[PJH�90:,9�KL]PJLZ��P[�PZ�YLJVTTLUKLK�[V�\ZL�H�ÅH[�
base/Mitchell mount. Alternatively, a stand with a Euro mount can also be used in conjunction with 
the Cinetica FLAT BASE to EURO adapter. However, this option is less stable. Stands with heavy-duty 
JHZ[VYZ��TPU��SVHK�JHWHJP[`�VM�����RN��MVY�[YHUZWVY[PUN�[OL�Z`Z[LT�JHU�VUS`�IL�\ZLK�PM�[OL�JHZ[VYZ�JHU�
be braked. 

+VSSPLZ�\ZLK�^P[O�[OL�*PUL[PJH�5<�;965�����T\Z[�¶�SPRL�[OL�ÅVVY�Z[HUK�¶�OH]L�H�TPUPT\T�SVHK�JHWHJP[`�VM�
200 kg. The span width of the wheels must be at least 80 cm. Moving the dolly while using the NU.TRON 
is only permitted when the dolly has solid rubber tyres or track wheels on tracks with a width of 100 cm. 
The use of lift units or scissor units on dollies must always be implemented in accordance with the 
ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ�MYVT�[OL�ZHML[`�PUMVYTH[PVU�HUK�[OL�KLZJYPW[PVU�HUK�YLWYLZLU[H[PVU�PU�[OL�ZLJ[PVU�¸;LJOUPJHS�
KLZJYPW[PVU¹�¶�¸<ZL�VM�[OL�Z[HUK�JVS\TUZ¹�HUK�¸+PZ[HUJL�MYVT�ÅVVY�HUK�Z\IZ[Y\J[\YL¹��W�������
Attention: In most cases, lifting columns need to be extended with stand columns in order to ensure that 
the counter weight section of the NU.TRON can safely pass by. 

The ideal assembly on a dolly is assembly on the dolly base without a lifting unit and with an appropriately 
sized stand column that rules out a collision between the counter weight section of the NU.TRON and 
components of the dolly. 
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Transport

&RQWHQWV�ò�18�7521�ñLJKW�FDVH

;OL�5<�;965�PZ�KLSP]LYLK�PU�[OL�*PUL[PJH�ÅPNO[�JHZL��;OL�*PUL[PJH�ÅPNO[�JHZL�WYV]PKLZ�VW[PTHS�
protection for the NU.TRON and should be used every time the NU.TRON is transported. The case is 
equipped with swivel castors that can be braked and enables easy and safe transport of the system. 
The arm and its components that are disassembled for transport weigh approx. 33 kg in total. The 
SPNO[^LPNO[�ÅPNO[�JHZL�^LPNOZ����RN��;OL�WHJRLK�[YHUZWVY[�JHZL�OHZ�H�[V[HS�^LPNO[�VM����RN�HUK�T\Z[�
IL�SPM[LK�I`�H�TPUPT\T�VM���WLYZVUZ�\ZPUN�[OL�WYV]PKLK�OHUKSLZ��;OL�ÅPNO[�JHZL�T\Z[�HS^H`Z�IL�
secured using the brakes on the castors. When transporting the BASE with motor vehicles, the usual 
rules of transport and load securing apply. 

7UDQVSRUW�ñLJKW�FDVH

NU.TRON

Counter weight
YVK������

Case: tool + small parts

*PUL[PJH�(?0:����������
��5<�;965�TV\U[������

*PUL[PJH�,\YV�4V\U[������
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Assembly & operation

Assembly

-VY�[OL�HZZLTIS �̀�[OL�Z\IZ[Y\J[\YL��*PUL[PJH�)(:,���*PUL[PJH�90:,9��ÅVVY�Z[HUK���JVS\TU�
VY�KVSS`���JVS\TU��T\Z[�IL�ZL[�\W�HUK�SL]LSSLK�VU�HU�HWWYVWYPH[L�Z\YMHJL��ZLL�¸:HML[`�
PUMVYTH[PVU¹�HUK�¸;LJOUPJHS�KH[H¹����

1.
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Assembly & operation

;OLU�[HRL�[OL�WYL�HZZLTISLK�*PUL[PJH�(?0:�����������^P[O�[OL�5<�;965�TV\U[������V\[�
VM�[OL�ÅPNO[�JHZL�HUK�H[[HJO�[OPZ�[V�[OL�JVS\TU�]PH�[OL�ÅH[�IHZL�4P[JOLSS�TV\U[��<ZL�[OL�
Z\WWSPLK�ÅH[�IHZL�^YLUJO�HUK�LUZ\YL�[OH[�[OL�JVUULJ[PVU�PZ�ZLJ\YL��;\YU�[OL�5<�;965�
TV\U[�������[V�[OL�KLZPYLK�WVZP[PVU�HUK�SVJR�[OL�YV[H[PVU�VU�[OL�(?0:�����������\ZPUN�[OL�IYHRL�
OHUKSL��� ����

2.
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3. 6WLU�[OL�TV\U[PUN�JSPW�VM�[OL�5<�;965�TV\U[�������\ZPUN�[OL�JHT�SL]LY��

4. >P[O�[^V�WLVWSL��SPM[�[OL�5<�;965�L]LUS`�V\[�VM�[OL�ÅPNO[�JHZL�]PH�[OL�W\ZO�W\SS�YVKZ��������

Assembly & operation
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5. 3PM[�[OL�5<�;965�ZV�[OH[�[OL�5<�;965�ILHYPUN�ZOLSS�������PZ�V]LY�[OL�VWLU�5<�;965�TV\U[�
������HUK�ZL[�P[�KV^U�ZV�[OH[�[OL�[^V�LSLTLU[Z�PU[LYSVJR��

Assembly & operation
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6. Open the transport strap while a second person secures the NU.TRON by holding the front 
Z\WWVY[PUN�Z[Y\J[\YL������PU�H�OVYPaVU[HS�WVZP[PVU���
Then the strap can be cleared away and stored in the strap groove as shown in the image. 

7. 3PM[�[OL�MYVU[�HYT�VM�[OL�5<�;965�]PH�[OL�OHUKSL�������VY�[OL�*PUL[PJH�ZPKL�SVHKLY�TV\U[PUN�
stud and lock the mounting clip using the cam lever. The second person keeps the NU.TRON 
PU�WVZP[PVU�I`�OVSKPUN�[OL�Z\WWVY[�TLTILY��������,UZ\YL�[OH[�[OL�JVTWVULU[Z�PU[LYJVUULJ[�
cleanly and that the clamp is securely fastened. 

Assembly & operation
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8. 3PM[�[OL�MYVU[�HYT�VM�[OL�5<�;965�]PH�[OL�OHUKSL�������HUK�TV]L�P[�MVY^HYKZ�[V�L_[LUK�[OL�
NU.TRON to its full length. 

9. :L[�[OL�HYT�KV^U�^P[O�[OL�MYVU[�JOHPU�YPUN�YLZ[PUN�VU�[OL�ÅVVY��VU�[OL�ÅPNO[�JHZL�VY�VU�HU�
apple box, for example. 

Assembly & operation
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10. :LJ\YL�[OL�HYT�\ZPUN�[OL�SVJR��������;V�KV�[OPZ��W\ZO�[OL�W\ZO�W\SS�YVKZ�������HNHPUZ[�[OL�
YLZPZ[HUJL�VM�[OL�THNUL[PJ�KHTWPUN��� ���HUK�[\YU�[OL�SVJR�������JSVJR^PZL�PU[V�[OL�JH[JO��

Assembly & operation
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11. 4V\U[�[OL�Ä_LK�^LPNO[Z�VU�[OL�^LPNO[�HYT��>OPSL�KVPUN�ZV��LUZ\YL�[OH[�Ä_LK�^LPNO[�(�HUK�
Ä_LK�^LPNO[�)�������HYL�WVZP[PVULK�JVYYLJ[S �̀�;OL�Ä_LK�^LPNO[Z�������JHU�IL�JHYYPLK�HUK�SPM[LK�
via the plastic handles and the recessed grips in the body of the weight and inserted into the 
ZSV[�VU�[OL�JV\U[LY�^LPNO[�HYT��������,UZ\YL�[OH[�[OL�Ä_LK�^LPNO[�PZ�PUZLY[LK�PU[V�[OL�ZSV[�\U[PS�
it securely locks into place. 

([[LU[PVU�¶�KHUNLY�VM�JY\ZOPUN��7SLHZL�IL�H^HYL�VM�[OL�YPZR�VM�`V\Y�OHUK�ÄUNLYZ�NL[[PUN�
QHTTLK�IL[^LLU�[OL�Ä_LK�^LPNO[�HUK�[OL�Z\WWVY[�TLTILY�VU�[OL�JV\U[LY�^LPNO[�HYT��

(Z�ZVVU�HZ�[OL�^LPNO[�PZ�PUZLY[LK�HZ�MHY�HZ�P[�^PSS�KV��[OL�Ä_LK�^LPNO[�SVJRPUN�TLJOHUPZT�
engages. 

Assembly & operation
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;OLU��ÄYZ[�OHUK�[PNO[LU�[OL�[O\TI�ZJYL^Z�HUK�[OLU�[PNO[LU�[OLT�\ZPUN�[OL�Z\WWSPLK�(SSLU�
wrench AF5 to a tightening torque of 20 NM. Using a reasonable amount of force, attempt 
[V�W\SS�[OL�^LPNO[Z�V\[��VWWVZP[L�KPYLJ[PVU�[V�KPYLJ[PVU�VM�PUZLY[PVU��PU�VYKLY�[V�LUZ\YL�[OH[�[OL�
Ä_LK�^LPNO[Z�HYL�ZLJ\YLS`�SVJRLK�PU�WSHJL�HUK�WYV[LJ[LK�HNHPUZ[�ZSPWWPUN�V\[��9LWLH[�[OPZ�
WYVJLZZ�MVY�[OL�ZLJVUK�Ä_LK�^LPNO[��

12.

13. 9LTV]L�[OL�JV\U[LY�^LPNO[�YVK�������MYVT�[OL�ÅPNO[�JHZL�HUK�ZJYL^�[OPZ�PU[V�[OL�VWLUPUN�VU�
[OL�JV\U[LY�^LPNO[�HYT��������

Assembly & operation
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14. 9LTV]L�[OL�*PUL[PJH�,\YV�4V\U[�������HUK�TV\U[�[OPZ�VU�[OL�*PUL[PJH�TV\U[PUN�Z[\K��;V�KV�
this, the securing pin must be pulled out as far as it will go in order to be able to push the side 
loader onto the mounting stud. Use the spirit level to ensure that the side loader is level. Then 
tighten the thumb screw so that there is no chance of the side loader twisting when a load is 
attached. 
;OL�*PUL[PJH�,\YV�4V\U[�������JHU�HSZV�IL�TV\U[LK�PU�HU�\UKLYZS\UN�WVZP[PVU�¶�P�L��YV[H[LK�
by 180 ° with the Euro mount facing downwards. However, in this case, the subsequent 
attachments must be mounted with a Euro mount clamp! 

Assembly & operation
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The required equipment can now be installed via the Euro mount.
When doing this, it can be useful to set the NU.TRON down with the front chain ring resting 
VU�[OL�ÅPNO[�JHZL�VY�VU�HU�HWWSL�IV_���
The maximum payload of 20 kg must not be exceeded! If you are unsure, always weigh the 
equipment. This number applies to the total weight of all components attached after the 
,\YV�TV\U[��Z\JO�HZ�[OL�L_[LUZPVU�HYT��IV^SZ��Å\PK�OLHKZ��NPTIHSZ��JHTLYHZ�HUK�HSS�JHTLYH�
attachments, such as lenses, handles, monitors or batteries.
At this point, it can be useful to work with extension arms in order to ensure the required 
freedom of movement of the camera and the operator. In this case, the length of the 
L_[LUZPVU�HYT�MYVT�[OL�JLU[YL�VM�[OL�,\YV�TV\U[�VU�[OL�*PUL[PJH�,\YV�4V\U[�������T\Z[�UV[�
exceed 350 mm. 

15.

Assembly & operation
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16. :JYL^�[OL�^LPNO[�WPU�������PU[V�[OL�JLU[YHS�[OYLHK�VU�[OL�,\YV�TV\U[��0M�[OL�*PUL[PJH�ZPKL�
SVHKLY�������PZ�TV\U[LK�PU�HU�\UKLYZS\UN�WVZP[PVU�¶�YV[H[LK�I`�������HUK�^P[O�[OL�,\YV�TV\U[�
MHJPUN�KV^U^HYKZ�¶�[OLU�[OL�^LPNO[�WPU�������T\Z[�IL�ZJYL^LK�PU[V�[OL�JLU[YHS�[OYLHK�VU�[OL�
\UKLYZPKL�VM�[OL�*PUL[PJH�,\YV�4V\U[��������;OL�ZLJVUK�^LPNO[�WPU�������JHU�IL�ZJYL^LK�PU[V�
[OL�KLZPNUH[LK�[OYLHK�VU�[OL�5<�;965�TV\U[�������ZV�[OH[�[OL�^LPNO[�WSH[LZ�������JHU�IL�
stored on the second weight pin for quick access. 

Assembly & operation
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17. 5V^�W\[�[OL�JV\U[LY�^LPNO[Z�������VU�[OL�JV\U[LY�^LPNO[�YVK��������+\YPUN�[OPZ�WYVJLZZ��H�
ZLJVUK�WLYZVU�T\Z[�Z[HUK�H[�[OL�*PUL[PJH�,\YV�4V\U[�������HUK�T\Z[�OVSK�[OL�LU[PYL�Z`Z[LT�
ZLJ\YLS`�PU�WSHJL�]PH�[OL�OHUKSL��������-PYZ[�W\[�[OL�SHYNLY�^LPNO[Z�VU�[OL�YVK�HUK�NYHK\HSS`�HKK�
smaller weights until the mounted payload slightly raises. 
([[LU[PVU��:LJ\YL�[OL�^LPNO[Z�VU�[OL�JV\U[LY�^LPNO[�YVK�������\ZPUN�[OL�ZWYPUN�JSPWZ��

Assembly & operation
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18. <ZL�[OL�^LPNO[�WSH[LZ�������[V�LX\HSPZL�[OL�^LPNO[Z�VU�IV[O�ZPKLZ�HUK�WYL]LU[�[OL�WH`SVHK�
MYVT�YPZPUN�I`�W\[[PUN�[OLT�VU�[OL�^LPNO[�WPU�������VU�[OL�*PUL[PJH�,\YV�4V\U[�������\U[PS�[OL�
NU.TRON is balanced, i.e. when it neither rises nor lowers. 
Once the NU.TRON is fully balanced, the LOCK can be opened again. To do this, push the 
W\ZO�W\SS�YVKZ�HNHPUZ[�[OL�YLZPZ[HUJL�VM�[OL�THNUL[PJ�KHTWPUN��� ���HUK�[\YU�[OL�36*2�
HU[P�JSVJR^PZL�HUK�V\[�VM�[OL�JH[JO��;OLU�\USVJR�[OL�IYHRL�OHUKSL��� ���VU�[OL�(?0:�����������

Assembly & operation
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19. ;OL�5<�;965�PZ�UV^�YLHK`�MVY�\ZL�HUK�ÄSTPUN�JHU�ILNPU��

To ensure that the unit continues to function exactly as it should, you should always 
OHUKSL�`V\Y�LX\PWTLU[�^P[O�JHYL��K\YPUN�HZZLTIS �̀�VWLYH[PVU�HUK�KPZHZZLTIS`��

After successfully assembling the unit, all connections, fasteners and locking pins 
should be checked.

Ensure that there are no unauthorised persons situated within the working area of 
the NU.TRON.

Always warn all people in the vicinity of the NU.TRON before you move it.
When dismantling the NU.TRON or modifying the assembly, a second person must 
hold the camera in position. Lower the NU.TRON until it rests on the ground or on a 
solid surface. Only then can you remove the counter weights.

Warning: During the disassembly process, if you remove the camera before 
the counter weights, the NU.TRON will jump up suddenly.
This could cause the NU.TRON to tip over! This could result in injuries to 
people!

Assembly & operation
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The NU.TRON is an independent camera guidance system that can not be compared to a 
traditional camera jib or camera crane. Its special movement dynamics make it stand out from 
other systems. 
The relevant ability and basic knowledge in the operation of camera guidance systems, such 
as camera cranes and dollies, are prerequisites for working with the NU.TRON.

After the NU.TRON has been properly assembled and set up in accordance with the relevant 
PUZ[Y\J[PVUZ��P[�VɈLYZ�[OL�\ZLY�H�Z[HISL�HUK�^LPNO[SLZZ�JHTLYH�PU�L]LY`�WVZP[PVU�^P[OPU�[OL�VWLYH[PUN�
YHUNL�MVY�OHUK�N\PKLK�ÄSTPUN�WYVJLZZLZ��;OPZ�LUHISLZ�H�^PKL�]HYPL[`�VM�[YHJRPUN�ZOV[Z��;OL�Z`Z[LT�
is incredibly intuitive and makes it easy to move the camera in any direction. 
However, it is important to note that jerky movements and particularly quick movements with 
abrupt stops must be avoided, as these place a great deal of stress on the system due to inertia, 
and in extreme cases, they can cause the system to become unbalanced. 

0U�HKKP[PVU��HSS�ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ�WYV]PKLK�PU�[OL�ZHML[`�PUMVYTH[PVU�HUK�[OL�¸(ZZLTIS`¹�ZLJ[PVU��W�����¶�
p. 41) must be observed at all times and the operating environment must be adjusted accordingly. 
When working with the NU.TRON, always remain aware of the people around you. 

We recommend moving the camera using your hands via the camera itself or the swivel head, and 
also via the handle if necessary. 

General information 

Moving the camera with the NU.TRON

Assembly & operation
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7YV]PKLK�[OH[�[OL`�HYL�^P[OPU�[OL�WH`SVHK�SPTP[�VM����RN��H�^PKL�YHUNL�VM�KPɈLYLU[�JHTLYH�
OLHKZ�JHU�IL�\ZLK�MVY�[OL�WHU�HUK�[PS[�TV]LTLU[Z��OVYPaVU[HS�HUK�]LY[PJHS�TV]LTLU[Z��VU�[OL�
5<�;965��0[�PZ�`V\Y�JOVPJL�^OPJO�OLHK�`V\�\ZL�¶�IL�P[�JSHZZPJ�Å\PK�OLHKZ��3HTIKH�OLHKZ��
gimbals, remote heads or even the Steadicam. 
>OLU�THRPUN�`V\Y�KLJPZPVU��`V\�ZOV\SK�JOVVZL�HU�VW[PVU�[OH[�VɈLYZ�Z\ɉJPLU[�MYLLKVT�
of movement of the swivel head. Make sure the head moves freely in all positions of the 
NU.TRON to prevent a collision between the moving parts on the NU.TRON and the head. 
7HY[PJ\SHYS`�Z\P[HISL�MVY�[OPZ�HYL�L_[LUZPVU�HYTZ�[OH[�JYLH[L�H�Z\ɉJPLU[�KPZ[HUJL�MYVT�[OL�
*05,;0*(�,\YV�4V\U[��������
We also recommend Cinetica equipment here. The CINETICA SIDELOADER variants are 
lighter than traditional side loaders and therefore take up less of the payload so the other 
equipment can be heavier. 
;OL�*PUL[PJH�:;,(+0)(4�PZ�H�ZPKL�SVHKLY�[OH[�PZ�ZWLJPÄJHSS`�KLZPNULK�MVY�[OL�JVTIPUH[PVU�VM�
the NU.TRON and the Steadicam. 

8VLQJ�GLσHUHQW�KHDGV�ZLWK�WKH�18�7521

Assembly & operation
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(Z�KLZJYPILK�PU�[OL�[LJOUPJHS�KLZJYPW[PVU��W�����¶������[OL�5<�;965�LUHISLZ�[OL�TV\U[LK�
camera to move within a movement radius. The limits of this movement radius are at the end 
VM�[OL�L_[LUKLK�HYT�VM�[OL�5<�;965��HSZV�ZOV^U�PU�[OL�[LJOUPJHS�KLZJYPW[PVU�VU�W�����¶������
Great care must always be taken when approaching this position with the camera. Forcefully 
or quickly moving to the end position places a great deal of stress on the system and can 
damage it. 
;OL�THNUL[PJ�KHTWLY��� ���LUZ\YLZ�[OH[�[OL�\ZLY�JHU�MLLS�^OLU�[OL`�HYL�HWWYVHJOPUN�[OPZ�
position, however it does not cushion the load when this position is approached forcefully. 
Therefore, it is strongly recommended to visualise the limits of the movement radius before 
using the system, in order to avoid accidentally going beyond these limits. 
In addition, a test run of the desired tracking shots should be carried out with a particular 
focus on assessing and avoiding potential collision hazards. 

Travel distances and end stop

Rotation axis of the stand column 

0U�VYKLY�[V�LUZ\YL�[OH[�[OL�5<�;965�VɈLYZ�P[Z�L_JLSSLU[�MYLLKVT�VM�TV]LTLU[�PU�HSS�H_LZ��P[�
must be mounted on a pivot mount. The relevant product must be designed to handle the 
corresponding payload and should have a brake! However, it is important that the brake is 
not a lock. Instead, the braking mechanism should slip when it is forcefully moved. This is to 
prevent the system from tipping over when the arm is used incorrectly, which could pose a 
OHaHYK��>L�YLJVTTLUK�[OL�*PUL[PJH�(?0:������������
;OL�(_PZ�����������HSZV�OHZ�H�IYHRL�[V�Z[VW�YV[H[PVU��;OPZ�IYHRL�OHUKSL�PZ�VUS`�\ZLK�[V�ZLJ\YL�
the system when the NU.TRON is not actively being used to freely move the camera. 
When the camera is being moved, the brake must always be open. 
;OL�IYHRL�PZ�VUS`�\ZLK�[V�Ä_�[OL�Z`Z[LT�PU�WVZP[PVU�^OPSL�P[�PZ�PU�Z[HUKI`�VY�UV[�PU�\ZL��0[�PZ�
HSZV�\ZLK�[V�Ä_�[OL�JHTLYH�PU�WVZP[PVU�^OLU�[OLYL�PZ�H�YPZR�VM�[OL�JHTLYH�WVZP[PVU�ILPUN�
TV]LK�I`�L_[LYUHS�PUÅ\LUJLZ��L�N��^PUK���

Assembly & operation
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Brakes

;OL�5<�;965�PZ�LX\PWWLK�^P[O�H�MYVU[�IYHRL��)��HUK�H�YLHY�IYHRL��(���������
to lock the camera position or NU.TRON position in standby or when the camera is not being 
moved. 
The brakes must always be open when the NU.TRON system is being moved. 
If this instruction is not observed, there is a risk of the entire system tipping over, which could 
result in injuries to people in the vicinity of the device and damage to the device itself. The 
IYHRLZ�������HYL�UV[�Z\P[HISL�MVY�\ZL�HZ�H�MYPJ[PVU�ZL[[PUN��

0U�HKKP[PVU�[V�[OL�M\UJ[PVU�VM�[OL�IYHRLZ��������IYHRLZ�(�)���[OL�IYHRL�VU�[OL�(?0:�����������
JHU�IL�\ZLK�[V�Ä_�[OL�5<�;965�PU�WVZP[PVU�PU�P[Z�YV[H[PVUHS�H_PZ�HYV\UK�[OL�JLU[YL�WVPU[�VM�[OL�
stand or dolly. After this, all movement axes of the NU.TRON are locked.  
 
;OL�IYHRL��� ���VU�[OL�(?0:�����������PZ�HSZV�UV[�Z\P[HISL�MVY�\ZL�HZ�H�MYPJ[PVU�ZL[[PUN��
>OLU�[OL�IYHRL�PZ�HWWSPLK��[OL�Z`Z[LT�T\Z[�UV[�IL�YV[H[LK�TV]LK�HNHPUZ[�IYHRPUN�LɈLJ[��;OL�
IYHRL��� ���T\Z[�VUS`�IL�OHUK�[PNO[LULK�VY�[PNO[LULK�[V�H�TH_��[PNO[LUPUN�[VYX\L�VM����5T��

Use of the brake on the AXIS 360:

Assembly & operation
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If the NU.TRON is not due to be used for a period but will be used again and is therefore 
not dismantled, it can be secured and stored with the camera still mounted and unchanged 
counter weights. 

;V�KV�[OPZ��[OL�MYVU[�HYT�������PZ�TV]LK�]PH�[OL�OHUKSL�������VU�[OL�5<�;965�TV\U[�������ZV�
that the plastic part on the underside of the arm rests on the vertical of the NU.TRON mount 
�������3VVZLU�[OL�[YHUZWVY[�Z[YHW�MYVT�[OL�Z[YHW�NYVV]L�VU�[OL�5<�;965�ILHYPUN�ZOLSS�������
HUK�H[[HJO�[OL�Z[YHW�HYV\UK�[OL�Z[YHW�NYVV]L�HUK�[OL�OHUKSL��������;PNO[LU�[OL�Z[YHW��

In this state, the NU.TRON can be moved on a moveable base. Apply the brake on the base 
or equivalent component. The NU.TRON is now folded together in a space-saving manner 
and secured against accidental movement. 

Parking position / standby

Assembly & operation
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Assembly & operation

Jib mode

The NU.TRON can also be used as a jib/camera crane. To do this, the NU.TRON must be 
M\SS`�L_[LUKLK�OVYPaVU[HSS`�[V�HWWS`�[OL�36*2��������;V�KV�[OPZ��W\ZO�[OL�W\ZO�W\SS�YVKZ�������
HNHPUZ[�[OL�YLZPZ[HUJL�VM�[OL�THNUL[PJ�KHTWPUN��� ���HUK�[\YU�[OL�SVJR�������JSVJR^PZL�PU[V�[OL�
latch. 
The NU.TRON is now rigid and can be used as a camera crane/camera jib with a reach of 
approx. 2.5 m. 
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Assembly & operation

Disassembly

In general, the NU.TRON should be disassembled by following the steps for assembly in 
reverse order.

As with the assembly, the disassembly requires at least two persons. The NU.TRON is 
L_[LUKLK�HUK�TV]LK�[V�[OL�LUK�WVZP[PVU��7\ZO�[OL�W\ZO�W\SS�YVKZ�������[VNL[OLY�HNHPUZ[�[OL�
YLZPZ[HUJL�VM�[OL�THNUL[PJ�KHTWPUN��� ���HUK�JSVZL�[OL�SVJR���������

1.
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3VVR�MVY�H�Z\P[HISL�VIQLJ[��L�N��HWWSL�IV_�VY�ÅPNO[�JHZL��[V�ZL[�KV^U�[OL�MYVU[�WHY[�VM�[OL�
NU.TRON for the disassembly process. 

Remove the counter weights while the second person secures the NU.TRON by holding the 
camera. 

Attention! - When dismantling the unit, always remove the counter weights (14.) before 
removing any of the load from the camera side!

2.

3.

Assembly & operation
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(M[LY�[OPZ��HSS�H[[HJOTLU[Z�JHU�IL�YLTV]LK�MYVT�[OL�*PUL[PJH�,\YV�4V\U[��������L�N��JHTLYH��
Å\PK�OLHK�HUK�L_[LUZPVU�HYT��

9LTV]L�[OL�Ä_LK�^LPNO[Z�������VUL�HM[LY�[OL�V[OLY��;V�KV�[OPZ��\UZJYL^�[OL�[O\TI�ZJYL^Z��
VWLU�[OL�Ä_LK�^LPNO[�SVJRPUN�KL]PJL�HUK�W\SS�[OL�Ä_LK�^LPNO[�������V\[�VM�[OL�[YHJR�^OPSL�[OL�
second person continues to support the NU.TRON on the front side. 

4.

5.

Assembly & operation
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Counter weight
YVK������

;OLU�\UZJYL^�[OL�JV\U[LY�^LPNO[�YVK�������MYVT�[OL�JV\U[LY�^LPNO[�HYT�������
:JYL^�[OPZ�PU[V�[OL�KLZPNUH[LK�ZSV[�PU�[OL�ÅPNO[�JHZL�

+PZHZZLTISL�[OL�^LPNO[�WPUZ�������HUK�^LPNO[�WSH[LZ�������MYVT�[OL�
*PUL[PJH�ZPKL�SVHKLY�������HUK�[OL�5<�;965�TV\U[��������

5.

6.

Assembly & operation
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*PUL[PJH�ZPKL�SVHKLY������

6WLU�[OL�SVJR�������I`�W\ZOPUN�[OL�W\ZO�W\SS�YVKZ�[VNL[OLY�HNHPUZ[�[OL�YLZPZ[HUJL�HUK�VWLUPUN�
[OL�SVJR��������

7.

8.

+PZHZZLTISL�[OL�*PUL[PJH�,\YV�4V\U[��������;V�KV�[OPZ��\UZJYL^�[OL�[O\TI�ZJYL^�HUK�W\SS�[OL�
SVJRPUN�WPU�V\[�^OPSL�W\SSPUN�[OL�*PUL[PJH�,\YV�4V\U[�������VɈ�[OL�TV\U[PUN�Z[\K��
:[VYL�[OL�*PUL[PJH�,\YV�4V\U[�������PU�[OL�WYV]PKLK�ZSV[�PU�[OL�ÅPNO[�JHZL�

Assembly & operation
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3PM[�[OL�MYVU[�HYT�������I`�OHUK�HUK�VWLU�[OL�TV\U[PUN�JSPW�VU�[OL�5<�;965�TV\U[�^P[O�[OL�
other hand.

9.

10.

<ZPUN�[OL�OHUKSL��������TV]L�[OL�5<�;965�[V�[OL�5<�;965�ILHYPUN�ZOLSS�������HUK�WSHJL�[OL�
\UKLYZPKL�VM�[OL�MYVU[�HYT�^P[O�ZJ\Ɉ�WYV[LJ[PVU�VU�[OL�[VW�WHY[�VM�[OL�5<�;965�TV\U[�������
to fold the NU.TRON up, while the second person holds the NU.TRON securely in place by 
OVSKPUN�[OL�Z\WWVY[PUN�TLTILY��������

Assembly & operation
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11.

12.

3VVZLU�[OL�[YHUZWVY[�Z[YHW�MYVT�[OL�Z[YHW�NYVV]L�VU�[OL�5<�;965�ILHYPUN�ZOLSS�������HUK�
H[[HJO�[OL�Z[YHW�HYV\UK�[OL�Z[YHW�NYVV]L�HUK�[OL�OHUKSL��������;PNO[LU�[OL�Z[YHW��

>P[O�[^V�WLVWSL�VU�VWWVZP[L�ZPKLZ��SPM[�[OL�5<�;965�V\[�VM�[OL�5<�;965�TV\U[�������]PH�[OL�
W\ZO�W\SS�YVKZ�������VY�[OL�Z\WWVY[�TLTILYZ��������

Assembly & operation
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3PM[�[OL�5<�;965�PU[V�[OL�WYV]PKLK�Z\WWVY[�PU�[OL�ÅPNO[�JHZL�[V�ZLJ\YL�P[�HNHPUZ[�ZSPWWPUN�
during transportation. 

Attention: If the NU.TRON becomes wet as a result of rain, for example, then it must be dried 
ILMVYL�P[�PZ�Z[VYLK�PU�[OL�ÅPNO[�JHZL���ZLL�ZHML[`�PUMVYTH[PVU�

+PZHZZLTISL�[OL�JVTIPUH[PVU�VM�[OL�5<�;965�TV\U[�������HUK�[OL�*PUL[PJH�(?0:�����������
I`�SVVZLUPUN�[OL�ÅH[�IHZL�4P[JOLSS�TV\U[�U\[��7SHJL�[OL�JVTWVULU[Z�PU�[OL�ÅPNO[�JHZL��

13.

14.

*PUL[PJH�(?0:����������
��5<�;965�TV\U[������

Assembly & operation
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NU.TRON

Counter weight
YVK������

Case: tool + small parts

Case: tool + small parts

*PUL[PJH�(?0:����������
��5<�;965�TV\U[������

*PUL[PJH�,\YV�4V\U[������

;OL�5<�;965�PZ�KPZHZZLTISLK��W\[�H^H`�HUK�YLHK`�MVY�[YHUZWVY[�^OLU�[OL�ÅPNO[�JHZL�PZ�ÄSSLK�
with the components as shown in the image. 

15.

Assembly & operation
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Servicing & maintenance

Generally, maintenance work should only be carried out by trained personnel and in accordance 
with the relevant accident prevention regulations and generally recognised safety rules and 
regulations.

Recommended maintenance interval: 1 year

Of course, we suggest that the owner / operator performs a visual inspection and functional 
check of the components listed below multiple times per year in order to ensure that the 
NU.TRON remains in perfect working order.

The amount of maintenance required for the NU.TRON is manageable. During the design phase, 
a great deal of focus was placed on a simple design and a high level of wear resistance.

Attention! Operation must be stopped immediately when damages or deviations on the device 
HYL�PKLU[PÄLK�

• *OLJRPUN�[OH[�HSS�ZJYL^Z�HYL�ZLJ\YLS`�Ä_LK�PU�WSHJL
• *SLHUPUN�[OL�Y\UUPUN�JVTWVULU[Z��KY �̀�SPU[�MYLL�JSV[O��¶�JOHPU�HUK�JOHPU�YPUNZ�T\Z[�56;�

be greased!
• Checking the mobility of the arms and smooth running of all axes 
• Visual check: hidden, dented components 
• Visual check: cracks, parallelism of parallel components 
• Checking the labels with warnings and the type plate
• Checking the chain ring safety guards

General information

Simple maintenance tasks

Repairs

0M�WYVISLTZ�HYL�PKLU[PÄLK�K\YPUN�[OL�ZPTWSL�THPU[LUHUJL�JOLJRZ��L�N��NYPUKPUN�UVPZLZ�PU�
the axes, then the required maintenance work/repairs must only be carried out by Cinetica 
GmbH or its service representatives. The NU.TRON is an almost maintenance-free and closed 
system that must only be opened by specialist personnel. If you notice any changes in the 
functionality of the system, please contact the manufacturer Cinetica GmbH. 

Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions about maintenance or repairs.

In the event of damage to the NU.TRON, the manufacturer should be informed, and the 
KLNYLL�VM�KHTHNL�HUK�JV\YZL�VM�L]LU[Z�[OH[�JH\ZLK�[OL�KHTHNL��PM�RUV^U��ZOV\SK�IL�
explained. Consult the manufacturer to clarify next steps. Generally, the damaged parts are 
sent to the manufacturer or the appropriate service partner/sales representative to be repaired 
or replaced.

Operating the system with damaged components is prohibited. The manufacturer accepts no 
liability for damages or injuries that arise as a result of the system being used with damaged 
material.

Attention: For reasons of safety, only genuine spare parts and accessories from the 
manufacturer Cinetica GmbH must be used for maintenance work and repairs.
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The manufacturer Cinetica GmbH recommends periodic inspections to be carried out at least 
once a year by a competent person or an expert. 

The performed inspections must be documented.

The experts or competent persons commissioned to perform the inspections must meet the 
requirements of Cinetica GmbH as set out below:

A competent person is a person who, by virtue of their professional training and experience, 
OHZ�HKLX\H[L�RUV^SLKNL�PU�[OL�ÄLSK�VM�ZHML[`�LX\PWTLU[�HUK�TLJOHUPJHS�LX\PWTLU[�HUK�PZ�
familiar with the relevant state occupational health and safety regulations, regulations issued 
by the institutions for statutory accident insurance and recognised and generally accepted 
NVVK�LUNPULLYPUN�WYHJ[PJL��L�N��+05�Z[HUKHYKZ��=+,�YLN\SH[PVUZ��[LJOUPJHS�Y\SLZ�PZZ\LK�I`�
other European Union member states or other states which are party to the agreement on the 
European Economic Area or the applicable regulations of the local authorities and institutions) 
to such an extent that they are able to assess whether safety equipment and mechanical 
equipment is safe.

An expert is someone who, by virtue of their professional training and experience, has 
WHY[PJ\SHY�L_WLY[PZL�PU�[OL�ÄLSK�VM�ZHML[`�LX\PWTLU[�HUK�TLJOHUPJHS�LX\PWTLU[�HUK�PZ�MHTPSPHY�
with the relevant state occupational health and safety regulations, accident prevention 
regulations, directives and recognised and generally accepted good engineering practice
�L�N��+05�Z[HUKHYKZ��=+,�YLN\SH[PVUZ��[LJOUPJHS�Y\SLZ�PZZ\LK�I`�V[OLY�,\YVWLHU�<UPVU�TLTILY�
states or other states which are party to the agreement on the European Economic Area or 
the applicable local rules and regulations). They must be able to inspect safety equipment and 
mechanical equipment and provide an expert opinion on whether it is safe.

Experts for the inspection of safety equipment and mechanical equipment are the authorised 
experts approved by the statutory accident insurance institution for the relevant sector or by 
JV\U[Y`�ZWLJPÄJ�PUZ[P[\[PVUZ��.LULYHSS �̀�ILPUN�HWWYV]LK�HZ�HU�L_WLY[�MVY�PUZWLJ[PVU�YLX\PYLZ�
the following:

a) A successfully completed degree in engineering
b) At least three years of experience in the design, construction or
servicing of safety equipment and mechanical equipment.
We recommend having the NU.TRON periodically inspected by sending it to the manufacturer 
*PUL[PJH�VY�H�JLY[PÄLK�ZLY]PJL�WHY[ULY�VM�*PUL[PJH��VY�[V�OH]L�[OL�PUZWLJ[PVU�WLYMVYTLK�VU�ZP[L�
by an authorised competent person or expert.

Authorised experts or competent persons can be requested within Germany and abroad from 
[OL�UH[PVUHSS`�YLJVNUPZLK�[LJOUPJHS�PUZWLJ[PVU�HZZVJPH[PVUZ��L�N��;l=��

Inspections

Servicing & maintenance
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If, over time, the warning labels or the type plate become partly or fully illegible as a result of 
intensive use, these labels must be replaced. Only use original labels from the manufacturer 
Cinetica. 

For a plan showing which labels should be placed in which areas, see the image below: 

Label layout

Servicing & maintenance

WEIGHT B - 22,5 KG

BB

BWEIGHT 

AWEIGHT 
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�VYL�[OL�5<�;965������[OL�HJJLZZVYPLZ�HUK�JVTWVULU[Z�PU�[OL�ÅPNO[�JHZL�HZ�ZOV^U�PU�[OL]:���
¸;YHUZWVY[¹�ZLJ[PVU��W������HUK�SVJR�[OL�JHZL��

�SLHU�[OL�5<�;965�����HZ�KLZJYPILK�PU�[OL�¸:LY]PJPUN*���THPU[LUHUJL¹�ZLJ[PVU��W������
�`VYL�[OL�5<�;965�����PU�P[Z�ÅPNO[�JHZL�PU�H�KY`�JVUKP[PVU�HUK�ZLJ\YLK�HNHPUZ[�HJJLZZ�I]:���

unauthorised individuals. 

General information: 
Ensure that you consider environmental impacts, risks to health, disposal requirements and your local 
options for disposing of the product in accordance with regulations. Contact your district’s waste 
management department for more information. 

Metals, non-metals, composites and auxiliary materials must be separated by type and disposed of 
in an environmentally friendly manner.

Taking out of service

Disposal

Taking out of service

Cinetica GmbH
St.-Martin-Str. 7
81541 Munich, 

Germany




